The emergence of the polis as the prominent form of socio-political life is one of the most important developments of archaic and classical Greece. Its result was a type of society consisting of a group of free inhabitants, who lived in an identifiable territory with some kind of city centre, and who claimed to exercise a form of self-government which might but did not necessarily include a foreign policy of its own. 1 The existence of the polis as a socio-political system depended on a sense of territorial and social coherence, both as a subjective experience and as a practice in common activities. This sense of coherence was the outcome of a number of separate but mutually influential processes. Among the most significant and most intensely debated factors involved in the materialisation of the archaic polis are population growth, development of common cults, military cooperation especially in the hoplite falanx, the creation of written laws, changes in political discourse, and changing political consciousness in relation to (re)organization of space. 2 The process of polis formation implied that groups of people accepted and recognised each other as co-inhabitants of the same area and came to identify themselves as a community that shared laws, cults and other vital interests. Among the numerous social activities involved in this process, political decision-making in the strict sense was only 
one element, albeit an important one. 3 Some people within the community possessed specific rights to power and influence, and the way in which these rights were claimed and effectuated was a major component of the political structure of the polis. Until recently, the predominant historical views implied that the political institutions involved in this structure had developed completely and become manifest in the classical era but could be found in elementary form at the earliest stages of the polis, 4 However, the differences between the /Ww-structures in the early 7 th and in the late 4 th centuries are such that any relationship between the former and the latter cannot be explained with recourse to an underlying institutional continuity. Instead, the "rise of the polis" should be approached as an open process, which at some points might have yielded quite different results than the ones so well-known from fifth and especially fourth century sources. 5 The numerous social and policitical changes concerned in this development were reflected, ultimately, in the words used to designate the people who made up the polis. To call them ,,citÌ2ens" is begging the question, since our modern usage implies the possession of political rights, while "inhabitants" might suggest that people lived in the area but were not regarded as full members of the community. Yet obviously, many people for many years did not possess political power but nevertheless were free members of the polis. Which words were used to refer to them? The aim of this essay is to trace the semantic changes of the words or terms used to name those who belonged to the polis. More precisely, I wish to elucidate how the notion of "citizen" in the sense of someone being involved in political decision making was related to other uses of the same word that do not refer to political power or to other words indicating that someone belonged to the polis. Is the change from "being a (free) inhabitant of the polis" to "having political rights in the polis" actually visible in language?
The present essay is certainly not the first to trace the history of citizenship terminology, and in some respects my investigation confirms earlier conclusions. 6 Yet, the results to be discussed here are the outcome of a perspective based on a strict adherence to chronology and a special interest in gender aspects. In classical Athens, those who participated in political decision making more or less coincided with the male part of those who belonged to the polis. Therefore, the most common word for "male citizen" in classical Athens, politês, is often taken to carry generally the meaning of "a citizen with political power". The fact that Aristotle in his "Politics" (1275 b 12) defines the citizen in precisely this way, has seemed to be a convincing argument for this perception. 7 Nevertheless, I will argue here that the current views on the meaning of politês and on the adduced. Likewise, later commentaries (scholia, léxica) can be used with caution as giving information on earlier usage, but the references themselves are dated to the time of their composition. With regard to the meaning of words, the changes in Greek vocabulary can only be traced by translating the Greek; the current trend to transliterate Greek in order to preserve the original meaning cannot be maintained here. Changes in the semantics of a word occur gradually; in day-to-day usage, previous meanings are retained and change their shade to different nuances before making place for new ones entirely. 12 Significant and/or rather sudden changes therefore need explicit qualification (as shall happen in the late fifth century).
Finally, where the actual usage of words is concerned, the extant texts must be considered to be somehow representative of the real historical usage of language. This principle is far from easy to handle, considering factors such as the peculiarities of epic diction, the exigencies of metre, the focus of genres on certain themes or a preference for certain dialects. Moreover, each genre or specimen of text is likely to reflect some spheres of life while excluding others. For instance, no reader of the "Iliad" could guess at the importance of the goddess Artemis in Greek life, because the epic poem simply is not concerned with those aspects of (religious) life in which Artemis was the dominant divinity. So statements on representativeness will require qualification. The procedure adopted here allows to make statements with some confidence not just on meaning, but also on the frequency of occurrence. 13 I prefer to indicate this frequency by terms such as: frequent, less frequent, rare, and similar terms, the extant corpus of texts being such that rendering results in percentages makes no sense and would even be misleading. Exact numbers of citations and representative quotes will be rendered occasionally to clarify the conclusions. Initially, the relevant words have been investigated as independent words within the specific context of usage, only differentiated by gender and case. Next, in order to specify some findings, words have been analyzed in (contrasting) pairs; this concerns foremost politês/astos; and astos/xenos.
A history of concepts is by definition only an historical analysis of words. It cannot replace or even represent a full investigation and evaluation of the phenomena to which the words concerned refer. 14 Likewise, the present analysis will need to be confronted with and elaborated within the framework of the current historical information on Greek and Athenian citizenship, an endeavour which far exceeds the limits of this article. Its aim, however, is to provide the results of a semantic investigation, which may contribute to a fresh view of the political questions involved.
politai, poliêtai
It is no coincidence that this first section is headed by a plural: politai, although every dictionary as a matter of course orders the occurrences of this word under the singular politês. The singular, however, does not occur in our extant texts until the last quarter of the fifth century. An occasional case of the singular which seems to be earlier, turns out, on closer inspection, to be of a later date. For instance, a reference, phrased by Strabo, to Hecataeus of Milete having been the politês of Anaximander should be dated to the early first century AD. 15 The meaning of the word in this case, moreover, is obviously "fellow-inhabitant of the town", without any recognizable politico-legal overtones. Similary, laws of Charondas on the good behaviour of a politês are .quoted' by Aristotle and Diodorus Siculus. Even if they were a paraphrase of the archaic lawgiver (which may be doubted), they are certainly phrased by (post)-classical authors. 16 So back to the plural. In the extant epic texts politai/poliêtai occur six times, meaning "inhabitants of a polis" and unmarked in gender. Only the contexts specify the generic "inhabitants" as men or women. In Horn. II. XV 558 the word is generic and may refer to men and women, but probably with an empasis on men; in II. XXII 429 it refers to men only, by implication in the text. One passage, II. II 806, refers to military troops; hence the context marks politai as male and designates them more specifically as the men who carry weapons. 17 In three passages employing the same formula: "from where the politai fetch water," the gender reference is neutral, but the narrative context evokes the presence of women. 18 Not only was fetching water particularly a women's job throughout Greek antiquity (as two of the passages quoted here and other testimonia including visual sources make clear, the job usually was done by the daughters of the house), 19 two of these passages prepare us for the arrival at the well of a group of (highranking) women: in Horn. Od. VII 131 Nausikaä and her friends, in Horn. h. 2,99 the women from the palace of Eleusis. As a whole, these passages imply that politai could include women and even suggest that politai in the three latter passages actually designates women.
This pattern, first set out in epic texts, remains unchanged until the second half of the fifth century. To summarise its main features: politai and similar forms (poliêtai; several cases) occur only in the plural, and, moreover, infrequently, as astoi is preferred, as we shall see below. Its meaning is best covered with the general notion "inhabitants of a polis", where polis itself has the loose meaning of "society in an identifiable area, with some kind of urban center". As to gender, politai may refer to men, women, or both, as all unspecified plurals of this kind, referring to a group of people, may do. In fact, slaves are not explicitly excluded from politai, and one might suppose the inclusion of slaves in so far as they belonged to the oikos of their masters. On the whole, however, the usages of politai in archaic texts render this inclusion unlikely. It is difficult to imagine Pindar inviting all the politai to come and celebrate the victor of the Nemean Games and expecting the slaves to gather in the marketplace as well, or to see him grudging the gossip of slaves rather than that of free fellow-townspeople. 20 The strong connection between polit-ai and freedom in classical times makes it improbable that this distinction would have been totally absent in earlier usage.
The general meaning of politai as "inhabitants of a city" does not reveal what kind of city is indicated, nor the social status of the inhabitants. The epic passages obviously represent a world dominated by epic basileis, and the politai may belong to every level on the social scale. In epic, the polis strongly evokes the vision of the strongholds of the city, and living in the polis involves the shared risks of facing war which will affect all inhabitants of the polis, male and female, albeit in different ways. This awareness fosters a consciousness of shared interest in common affairs that are equally public affairs; the epic world makes a distinction between idia (private) and dêmia (common, public) matters. 21 Taking decisions is the privilege of the aristocratic leaders, the (other) politai partake only by being present in the agora. When we list what the politai described in archaic texts until the early fifth century actually do, we note for instance that they mourn the dead, fetch water, are marshalled in order (hoplites?), gossip, are jealous, create social chaos, are besieged, cheer victors in the games, are told to behave -in brief, the regular ups and downs of Greek community life. There is no instance of an inherent, unequivocal connection between politai and political decision-making or giving judgement until the late fifth century (in circumstantial evidence) and the fourth century (explicitly). 22 The meaning of politai, then, can hardly be distinguished from that of astoi. 23 In the archaic and early classical records, the astoi are involved in exactly the same activities as the politai. The main difference appears to be that astoi is used more frequently than politai as a contrast-term, as will be discussed below. Occasionally, politai too is used in a contrast, paired with xetioi, once by Aeschylus, once by Lysias and once in a decree of ca. 420 BC, so briefly in the second half of the fifth century. The decree is one of the few inscriptions of the fifth century using the word politai, the regular word in decrees being Athênaioi by that time. 24
politês/politis
From the early archaic age until the last quarter of the fifth century, the "inhabitants of the city" -all those who constitute the free population of an area with an urban center -were referred to as a collective: politai. Yet it seems hardly conceivable that politis (in 21 Reinau (1981) the singular) was not used in daily speech, beyond the recorded texts. The singular politês is attested for the first time in the last quarter of the fifth century. Initially, the word occurs not very frequently nor evenly in different genres. Herodotus uses it only twice, preferring anêr ton astôn or comparable expressions for "a man belonging to the city". Thucydides does so four times and, when describing the tyrannicide Aristogiton, he uses both terms, calling him an anêr ton astôn and a mêsos politesi In Sophocles' extant works, politês does not occur, but Euripides uses the word seven times, three of which belong to his later works. 26 In Aristophanes' comedies politês occurs nine times, with a peak in Equités (424). 27 Numerous texts from the fourth century onward indicate that by then the singular politês was used regularly. From the third century onward, the normal way of saying that "X is a free inhabitant of city Y" was by saying that X is a politês of Y. Until that date, as will be discussed more extensively below, the regular way was by saying "X is a [...] (ethnikon, e.g. Athênaios)". This change is prominently visible in, for instance, the formulas of naturalization, 28 and in the countless references to cities and persons in ancient dictionaries and léxica. References to cities always mention the ethnikon and biographical notes indicate a person with his or her ethnikon until ca. 300; after that date increasingly as a politês or politis of city X. Still, these testimonia cannot be used as an argument for archaic and early classical usage. Politês as a personal name does occur, although very rarely, namely in the "Iliad" for one of Priam's many sons and again in Athens in the second half of the fifth century; Politis too occurs once and at a later date as a personal name. 29 The singular politês did exist, then. How to account for its absence as a common noun in other documents until the 420's?
Two explanations are possible. The absence of the singular politês could be coincidental, but nevertheless representative. It is a coincidence in that the word did belong to day-to-day speech, but just happened not to have been used by an author of our extant texts. That it did not get into these texts (while the comparable astos did, at least twice) 30 is an indication of the very scarce use made of the singular politês. The other explanation is that the singular politês did not exist at all until the 420's, except very rarely as a personal name, and politai was a plurale tantum of sorts. Any future find of a singular politês predating the 420's will change the date of its genesis. The fact that both forms of the word requiring gender distinction are attested for the first time at more or less the same moment, makes the case for entirely new usage even stronger. Whatever explanation one would prefer, both justify the conclusion that until the mid-fifth century politai were clearly conceived as a collective -"the inhabitants".
Against this background, the gendered singulars politês (masculine) and politis (feminine) clearly appear to be new words or at least to indicate a significandy new prominen- 31 Henceforth, politis in the singular is attested regularly, although not frequendy, in the fourth century and later, starting in literary documents and later on increasingly in inscriptions. 32 Considering that Euripides, unlike Sophocles, also uses the singular masculine politês, one may observe that the first was more inclined to use the novel language of citizenship in his plays than the latter.
Politês makes its appearance in extant texts as a masculinum singularis just slightly earlier than poiitides, Aristophanes' Ach. 595 of 425 being its first datable occurrence. What is even more interesting is that in these earliest occurrences the singular politês is often accompanied by a specific qualification: when the citizen is singled out, he is so for being a good citizen (agathos politês) or a citizen who makes himself useful to society (cbrêstos or chrêsimos politês) or, conversely, as the victim of hardships (anêr mochthêros politês) , 33 Here we see the conceptualization of the citizen as an individual, not decked out explicitly in these texts as a bearer of rights and duties, but nevertheless singled out from the collective "inhabitants" by certain qualifications. Being an individual spokesman on his relations with the polis, either as a valuable member or as a victim of the war conditions, the single citizen is certainly someone who claims rights vis-à-vis the community. The values attached to the single citizen fit well with other evidence of the citizen's desire to present himself not just as free (eleutheros), but as an individual with leisure to pursue the special qualities of a truly political life (eleutherios). 34 Herodotus, among the first extant authors recording the new term, provides an interesting case of its usage. In his "Histories", people are usually designated by their ethnica, but in addition he prefers the more traditional astoi to the newer poli(ê)tai in a proportion of 2,5:1 to indicate inhabitants of a city. 35 It is in the singular, however, that difference in meaning between the two terms becomes most visible. The singulars astos and astê occur only a few times, in a context indicating "those who belong to us by tradition" (see also below). 36 Poliêtes occurs four times in all. Three times the word is put into the mouth of Xerxes, who explains in his council his preference for Achaemenes' advice over that of Demaratos but defends the latter against charges of ill will. Xerxes does so by evoking a picture which recalls a Greek marketplace, where one poliêtes who is jealous of another, more successful poliêtes will rather keep his mouth shut than give any advice at all, while a stranger {xeinos) will give his best advice to another stranger when so asked. 37 The second instance features Tisamenos, an Elean diviner who persuaded the Spartans that "they make him their own poliêtes, giving him a share in everything". 38 In the first episode, poliêtes means fellow-citizen in the sense of "someone who is a fellow inhabitant of the same city", the generic meaning intensified into "belonging to us" through the contrast with xeinos -again, poliêtes here is practically identical to astos. In the second episode, poliêtes clearly means "fellow-citizen", which now includes the political sense. The political meaning of poliêtes is inferred by and confirmed in the comparison Herodotus explicitly makes in this story between two forms of political power, politela (citizenship = rule by citizens) and basileia (kingship). 39 The new meaning of polites in which the "citizen in the political sense" is (or may be) added to the "fellow-inhabitant" is underscored in Herodotus' story by the phrase "sharing in everything". This seems a prelude to the fourth-century formula metechein tés poleos -to share in the polis, which also refers to all aspects of the community, with or without emphasis on the sphere of political decision making depending on its context. 40 In the course of the fourth century BC, politêsfpolitai are established as the common words for "citizen(s) of a polis", both in the meaning of "inhabitant(s)" and with the implied meaning of "possessing certain rights and duties". 41 This process of formalization in the meaning of politai was extended in 229 BC, when the naturalization formula in Athens changed from "becoming an Athenian" into "being given citizenship (politela)"* 2 -a change implying a transformation from "being one of the inhabitants of city X" into "having the status of citizenship of city X". A comparable tendency is visible in the inscriptions of Central Greece, the Peloponnese and Asia Minor: after 400 the ethnika (and in Asia Minor also the frequent use of astoi) give way increasingly to the use of politai in /W/x-decrees, and from the third century onward the (free) inhabitants of the cities are called politai and politides all over the Greek world. 43 
astoi
It is unmistakable that until the fifth century the most current word for "those belonging to the city" was not politai but astoi. Like politai, astoi occurs almost exclusively in the plural until the second half of the fifth century: again, the inhabitants are pictured as a group, not as a sum of individuals. The far greater occurrence of astoi than of politai in archaic texts, which are nearly all poetic, could be ascribed to exigencies of metre, but, considering the alternative poliêtai for politai and the variety of metres employed in different types of poetry, this explanation is not entirely satisfactory. The gradual change from astoi to politai as the normal word for "inhabitants of the city" can be traced in their usage by several authors of the sixth and fifth century. Solon uses astoi twice in his extant poems, and never poli(ê)tai? A His laws, so far as they can be reconstructed, contain neither term. 45 In Theognis the relation of poli(ê)tai to astoi (not counting repeated formulas) is around 1:4, and in Pindar the same terms occur in a proportion of 1:5. 38 Hdt. IX 33. 39 Hdt. IX 34. 40 Demosth. or. 57,3 and passim; Aristot. Pol. 1275a passim for use of metechein (,,to share in"). 41 For instance, politai not just as "inhabitants" but also "with political rights": Lys. 34,2-3. 42 Osborne (1981 Osborne ( -1983 115; III and IV passim: 'Αθηναίος είναι and δεδόσθαι πολιτείαν. 43 For a similar investigation of citizenship terminology in the Roman period, Delia (1991) . 44 Solon F 4,6; F 10,1 West. 45 The texts of Solons laws are entirely dependent on reconstruction, see Ruschenbusch (1966) and A. Martina (ed.), Solon. Testimonia Vetera, Rome 1968; the words used in the extant sources cannot be trusted to date to the early sixth century without further research.
Aeschylus changes towards a prevalence for politai over astoi (1,5:1) and once of Athê-naioi, Sophokles goes back to a more archaic frequency of twice as many astoi against politai (2:1) and'again just once Athênaioi. Euripides in his far more numerous extant works uses politai more often than astoi (1,5:1) and Athênaioi nearly twenty times. Aristophanes confirms this pattern even more strongly: politai have replaced astoi in frequency entirely (3:1) and Athênaioi are the most prominent of all (40 times). 46 Not only the vocabulary of citizenship in the widest sense has changed from astoi to politai, but Athê-naioi is even more popular in the later plays, due to the dramatic themes selected by the authors in the second half of the fifth century and to their choice of the ethnicon to designate the citizens of Athens. Lysias, finally, uses Athênaioi nearly a hundred times, astoi only four times, and politai over a hundred times. Similar proportions of the words astoi (mainly as a contrast term) and politês/politai are to be found in Aristotle.
In the earliest records, politai and astoi seem to differ little or not at all in meaning, as we saw before: both terms in the masculine plural designate as an unmarked term neutral in gender reference those who belong to the polis as a community in the widest sense. 47 Beside this, we find astoi used regularly as a contrast term. The most common opposition is between astoi and xenoi; 48 incidentally, astoi places humans opposite the gods or denotes the common people by implicit contrast to the aristocracy. 4 In several, although certainly not numerous decrees the combination "both astoi and xenoi" seems to indicate that the decision applies to everybody, of whatever (free) status. 50 In another, somewhat later decree, the pair makes a contrast between those with and without citizen rights. 51 In the second half of the fifth century, politai replaces astoi as the most common word for citizen in every sense, as we saw above. Instances of politai as a contrast term with xenoi start to occur in the same period, doubtlessly as a part of the same change, the first recorded instance being a decree of shortly after 450. 2 Another and new Athenian word for stranger, metotkos (someone who lives among others, or someone who has moved to live somewhere else), 53 is recorded for the first time in Aeschylus' dramas, but not in a context of clear contrast to politai·, it rather indicates the social fact of a stranger living among other people. 54 The relationship between astoi and politai clearly interested later grammarians. The grammarian Aristophanes in the early second century BC saw no difference between the two words, giving polites as equivalent to astos.
5 Hesychius (5th-6 c. AD) gave as a definition of politer, "he who belongs to and lives in the same polis as somebody else" -in other words, emphasizing the membership of a community, not political status, thus again coming very close to astos. 56 The difference would become clear in the marked usage of astos, as exemplified in a Byzantine scholion to a line in Hesiod's "Works and Days", where the poet uses the pair xeitios and endêmos as contrasts:
"the astos is the opposite of the xenos, and the one who is away from his country (apodemos) is the opposite of the one who is in his own country (endêmos)."
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Although politai and astoi were (almost) synonyms as unmarked words, clearly astoi was the regular word in cases of marked usage, where emphasis was intended with a strong connotation of "belonging to us", a meaning often expressed in its use as a contrast. Likewise, asty could be used as a synonym for polis, but it could also indicate with emphasis the urban center in contrast to the countryside or a smaller town nearby (for instance, Athens as asty in contrast to Eleusis).
58 Both terms in marked or unmarked usage could include men, women or both, depending on the meanings in context.
Perikles' citizenship law, astos and astê
The marked meaning of astoi as "those who belong to us" is decisive in the reconstruction of what probably was the first law describing citizenship as a status, namely Perikles' citizenship law of 451/0. The law laid down the qualification of those who would count as members of a certain group, and thus would have a certain status. The decree itself no longer exists, but comparison of the five extant references yields "from two astoi parents" as the most likely formulation of the required qualification. 59 But what was the term for the status to which someone born from astoi parents was entitled?
0 " Unlike the formula of required qualification, it is impossible to reconstruct this term, because in the quoted phrases Athênaios as well as polites and metecbein tés poleos (participating in the polis) are mentioned. All three are equally possible because all these terms meant more or less Harrison (1968 Harrison ( -1971 Rhodes (1981) 331-335; Patterson (1981) ; Patterson (1986) ; Boegehold (1994) ; Ogden (1996) 59-69; Raaflaub (1998) 35-36 , who all pursue arguments more or less different from the one advanced here. The possible motives for this law are subject to an extensive debate, which I intend to discuss elsewhere. 60 I leave aside here the debate on the, in my eyes unsolved and insoluable, question whether someone born from two astoi parents who were, however, not married with the ritual of engye, was or was not a full astos citizen.
the same in the context of this law. 61 Moreover, it is not improbable that the text of the law not only contained the definition just mentioned, but included more regulations and details, which would have given room for more terms used. In sum, all three terms may have figured in the text of the decree. The novelty of the law was threefold. Firstly, it is the first recorded instance of a Greek decree providing a definition of a member of the polis. Secondly, it changed the traditional practice of Athens, where until then one qualified parent had been sufficient for membership, into a system requiring both parents to be so. 62 Thirdly, it created a distinction between qualification for membership (descent from two astoi parents) and membership itself (Athênaios, metechein tes poleos, etc), changing the perception of membership as such, which can be translated as citizenship from now on. In this conceptual change, Perikles used the two existing words for those belonging to the polis, which, as we saw above, were very close but would diverge in meaning when used with emphasis. Thus, astoi, belonging to us, was used to designate "belonging by descent", i. e. the qualification. Politai recalled polis and hence the idea of the community. Circumstantial evidence suggests that at least some parts of the decree were formulated in the singular, considering that many Athenian laws were formulated as "he who does [...]" or "when someone does [.. .]". 63 In particular, the requirement of descent for membership was something which would be asked of every single man and woman, thus drawing attention to individuals. The occurrence of the singular politês and politis in extant texts of the 420's suggests that even if the word politês did not actually figure in Perikles' decree, at least the implications of the law contributed to the awareness of "a citizen" as an individual with certain obligations and certain rights.
The effect of the law's emphasis on the individual participation of qualified members deserves some more attention. Until this stage, membership of the polis had always been a matter of collectives {astoi, politai). The Solonian property classes, the one official qualification structure operating within the polis, always concerned the qualifications of an entire oikos. The men who participated in political and judicial bodies represented the oikos which was the basis of their qualification within the system. The oikos was not men's private property, rather it was a household consisting of movable and real property belonging to the patrilinear family in its entirety, run by husband and wife according to traditional division of labour, and represented by men in the legal or political context of the community. 64 The qualification to belong to a particular class was presented to the polis by a demonstration of the oikos' wealth, probably in the procession which was a 61 Rhodes (1981) 335 thinks μετέχειν της πόλεως may be a quotation from the law. 62 The obvious effect of the law was a decrease of the number of qualified citizens, an effect regarded by Ath. pol. 26,3 as the cause (reason) behind the decree. This seems highly unlikely, considering the massive losses Athens had been through in the previous years. 64 On the size, the economic and political power of the various classes, Foxhall (1997) ; on shared, family ownership and the economic and political role of women's dowry in the oikos, Foxhall (1989) ; for further examples as documented in fourth-century legal cases and epigraphical material, Cox (1998) .
major part of the Panathênaia. It was fitting that the polis presented all those who belonged to it in a festival honouring its protective deity. 65 Those who could not show the wealth required for the first three classes and together made up the majority of members of the polis, participated by forming the rear end of the procession or responding to the spectacle as it passed by. 6 Subgroups of the polis were represented at the Panathênaia, women from different classes in various cultic roles, older men, young men who were to compete in the nightly race, young women carrying lustral water, other young women carrying the peplos for Athena, and in the fifth century special roles were added for the metoikoi. In this way, the Panathênaia (like other cultic festivities) split the members of a single oikos and regrouped them according to sex, age and class. Presiding priests and priestesses were qualified for their task by belonging to one of the traditional, aristocfatic families who had laid claims to these functions for many generations. The fact that the semantics of astoi and politai always concerned group identity fits very well with the ways in which membership of the polis actually functioned.
On what grounds could one be or become a member of the polis, how was this membership established? Again, before Perikles' law, there is only circumstantial evidence, which suggests that neither Solon's laws nor Kleisthenes' regulations defined citizens as a group, but just addressed the free population of Attika as the ones for whom the laws were valid. Belonging to this group apparently depended on being born in the region from at least one parent who had also been born there. Without a written administration, the system of recognizing one another as rightful members of society depended on social connections, control by neighbours and relatives, and shared rites and festivities. In this process of confirming membership based on descent, the phratries and gene played an increasingly important role, and after Kleisthenes membership had to be recognised by the demes as well (see also below). 67 Although the evidence is scarce, it seems there was a scrutiny of sorts after the fall of the tyrants, but this had probably more to do with settling political accounts of the preceding years than with a formal check on birthrights. Moreover, the report of Ath. pol. on Kleisthenes suggests that at least he included all free inhabitants living in Attika at that moment in his regulations as citizens, regardless of their pedigree, as if to make a fresh start also where membership as such was concerned. 68 There is no doubt that until 451, having one qualified parent was sufficient for a child to be included as a member. Given patrilinear kinship and heritage preference, membership through the father must have been the most common practice. However, in principle the qualified parent could also be the mother, as, for instance, exemplified in a passage 65 Connor (1987) . 66 Foxhall (1997) clearly demonstrates that the first three property classes together constituted the quite wealthy up to the very rich and how wealthy even the third class was in comparison to the fourth, the numerous inhabitants who had a small holding or less. from Euripides' Ion (see below). Considering the increasing setdement of Greeks, often single males, from other cities in Athens, such unions may have become more frequent.
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The requirements laid down in Perikles' law made the qualification for individual citizens more demanding. Consequently, candidates for citizenship became more vulnerable. Citizenship in the sense of membership now had to be proven of both parents and also of the parents of both parents, as lawsuits concerning citizenship demonstrate.
70 Conversely, the' fact that one parent was not sufficient to confer citizenship made the other parent more valuable in this respect. Against the background of the predominance of men, women gained in consequence following the citizenship law, a feeling which was clearly expressed in grave stelae, where family life and public life converged. 71 The fact that a man was an astos or a woman an aste -in the new, marked sense of belonging to us through descent -had become an equally essential aspect of individual and social life. This is not to say that the roles of men and women in the polis were symmetrical. Here, too, a gender division of labour was effective: the public domain was a men's sphere where political decision-making, jurisdiction and war were concerned and it was a sphere of both men and women -women probably even somewhat more prominendy -in performing the common cults, festivals and other religious duties. 72 There is a strong connection after the citizenship law between the increasing emphasis on individual membership of the polis of both men and women, and the preeminent role of women in public religion. 73 This connection is reflected in the decades after the law in the newly coined words politês and politis, and new usage of astos and astê? 4 69 Most historians have simply supposed that legal descent c.q. citizenship was only passed through the males. For instance, the term mêtroxenoi (those with a foreign mother) is usually interpreted as showing that before the law the single citizen parent granting citizenship status was always the father; cf. Ogden (1996) 44 and passim. Yet, the term could imply as well that having a foreign mother was felt to be a problem, at least from the early 5 th c. onwards, and that consequently an aste" mother was considered preferable. The exclusiveness of fatherright, however, is only an assumption, e. g. Rhodes (1981) 26, iv; 332: "I assume that a foreign man could not become a citizen, acquire property in Attica or beget citizen sons, by marrying an Athenian woman." (italics added). It is equally possible, on the other hand, that either parent could be an astos·. "Nor is there any reason to suppose that the same (= being gnêsioi, i.e. legitimate offspring from a lawful marriage) was not true of children of an Athenian woman and a foreign man, though this would have happened more rarely and there is no known instant of it." Harrison (1968 Harrison ( -1971 I 62. Unlike mêtro-xenoi like Themistokles and Kimon, there is indeed no clear case of an Athenian individual known as the child of a foreigner or a metoikos and an Athenian woman. There are, however, indications of (Greek) men from abroad settling in Athens who either were made politai or remained xenot'/ metoikoí\ but in both cases would only acquire full Athenian membership by marrying Athenian women; cf. Solon F 75 Ruschenbusch = F 332 Martina, a statute limiting the acceptance of new citizens, which may have been directed against mercenaries. On such marriages to Athenian women by male meteikot, Raaflaub (1998) 355 n. 145. When foreigners were made Athenian citizens (and this applied only to men), they would only acquire full citizenship for their children through marriage with an Athenian woman; cf. the decree for the Plataeans, Osborne (1981) D 1 = Apollod. Neaira 104. 70 Cf. Demosth. or. 57,40: Λαβε δή μοι και τάς των φρατέρων των συγγενών των της μητρός και δημοτών μαρτυρίας, και ών τά μνήματα ταϋτά. "Now please take the statements of the phrateres belonging to my mother's genos and of the demes, and of those who are entided to burial in the same tombs." 71 Osborne (1997) . 72 On the intimate connection between public cult and political life in the polis Connor (1988) , SourvinouInwood (1990) , Cole (1995) , Burkert (1995) ; on the role of women in public cult Sourvinou-Inwood (1995) , Kron (1996) , Blok (2001) , Dillon (2001) . 73 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995 Two passages may exemplify the increased interest in descent as a prerequisite for citizenship in the years following Perikles' law. In Euripides' play Ion of about 410 the action is supposed to take place long ago, but it simultaneously reflects the actual situation in Athens, where the strictness of the law's application was a topic of daily concern at the time the Ion was produced. 75 Ion speaks wishfully on the status of his mother to his alleged father Xouthos, who is a Dorian: "I take my leave; yet there is one thing my fortune lacks; father, if I will not find her who bore me, my life is not worth living. If I may express another wish, let her who bore me be a woman from Athens, that from my mother I may get freedom of speech. For when a xenos lands in a pure city, though he may be an astos in name, yet he's got a slave's tongue, and has no freedom of speech (parrhêsia)" (Eur. Ion 668-Ó75). 76 Ion still thinks Xouthos is his father. That the audience knows that it is actually Apollo, is irrelevant for Ion's words at this particular moment. Saying farewell to his father, Ion expresses his anxiety and his hopes. If he goes to Athens, he can live there as an astos, but he can only act as a real Athenian citizen, with the typical freedom of speech, if his mother is a born Athenian. Ion's words at this point contain a peculiar mixture of anachronisms. 77 On the one hand, as in the ,old days' one citizen parent would be sufficient to be counted a citizen and in his case this parent would be the mother. 78 On the other hand, true citizenship, indicated by the capacity to speak freely, is taken to be a hereditary quality, which recalls the essential connection between pure descent (from two citizen parents) and citizenship rights of Perikles' law. Astos here has the meaning of "citizen" in both the old and the new sense, the first now including the other, just as politês could do. 79 75 In the later years of the Peloponnesian war the number of male citi2ens was diminishing so dramatically, that the rules of Perikles' law were alleviated and apparendy some men were even allowed to have more than one wife. 76 στείχοιμ' αν εν δε της τύχης απεστί μοι· εί μή γαρ ήτις μ' ετεκεν εύρήσω, πάτερ, άβίωτον ήμϊν εί δ' έπεΰξασβαι χρεών, έκ των Αθηνών μ' ή τεκοΟσ" εϊη γυνή, ώς μοι γένηται μητράθεν παρρησία, καθαράν γαρ ην τις ές πόλιν πέση ξένος, κ&ν τοις λόγοισιν άστός ή, τό γε στόμα δοϋλον πέπαται κούκ εχει παρρησίαν. 77 See also Κ. Η. Lee (ed.), Euripides, Ion (The plays of Euripides 11), Warminster 1997, 235 (ad. loc.) . 78 The notion, propounded in particular by Loraux (1993) that the Athenian autochthony myth included the widespread belief that men, being born from the earth, were not related to their mothers/matrikin and only kin of each other, is untenable in the light of the evidence; cf. also Cohen (2000 ) 79-103, Blok (2004 . For an interesting example of a woman incorporating the connection of hereditary citizenship between her father and her son, without mentioning her husband, is Xenokrateia, "daughter and mother of Xeniades from Cholleidai,, (end of 5 th century BC), who dedicated a votive relief to the rivergod Kephisos; IG I 3 987; cf. Dillon (2001) 25, with ref. 79 Since in fact only astoi could be politai, the one category could be the same as the other in daily perception, an identity used in shorthand with the catchword parrhêsia by Aristophanes when in the Thesmophoriatgtsae (411) he comically represents the citizen women (astai) giving judgment (540-542): Mnesilochos (disguised A second example of the interest in the peculiarities of descent in the years following Perikles' law, is again provided by Herodotus. In his discussion of the Lycians, he presents what information he has gathered on the rules of legitimacy of this people. The Lycians take their names not from their fathers but from their mothers. What is more, "if an aste woman marries a slave, the children are called of legitimate descent (gennaio)·, but when an astos man has a xenê wife or concubine, even if he is the highest-ranking among them, the children have no rights (atima)." 80 What will have astonished Herodotus' audience is not that an asté woman may confer citizen rights to her children, although a slave would certainly have been considered inadequate as a husband, but that an astos man cannot confer such rights alone.
In conclusion, we find that in Athens astos/aste in the sense of "belonging to our own group" acquired the specific meaning of "belonging by descent" in the second half of the fifth century. This meaning firmly took root in the fourth century, when politai/ politides had taken over the regular meaning of "inhabitants of the city", now in the conscious possession of rights and duties. Since descent itself had become an essential qualification to belonging to the polis, it is fitting that astos and astê figure most prominently in those court speeches, where citizenship by descent or legitimacy in connection with a heritage were at stake. 81 The symmetrical terms necessary to indicate male and female citizens, such as polites/politis, were normally available in the Greek language. This symmetry was not so easy, however, in the ethnikon Athênaios, because Athinaia was already the name of the city-goddess Athena.
Athênaioi/Athênaios, Attikos
The previous sections described the terminology of citizenship as a status, in its development from "inhabitant" to "someone possessing certain rights." Initially, however, the regular way to indicate that one was the inhabitant of a city was not by labeling oneself (or someone else) "a citizen/inhabitant of [...]" but by using the ethnikon. Some Greek ethnika referred to a region, others to a city; in both cases the reference was used as an identification with the verb "to be": "I am a Theban, a Megarian [...] etc." In all Greek poleis, the name of a male or female citizen consisted of a personal name, a patronymikon and an ethnikon, although they were seldom all used. 82 These names indicated someone's links to the groups to which s/he belonged: the patrilinear family and the original The plural, too, may have influenced the meaning of astai here, given the traditional meaning of astoi as "our own inhabitants". 80 και ήν μέν γε γυνή άστή δούλφ συνοίκηση, γενναία τά τέκνα νενόμισιαν ην δέ ανήρ άσιός και ό πρώτος αυτών γυναίκα ξείνην ή παλλακήν έχη, άτιμα τά τέκνα γίνεται (Hdt. 1173). 81 Demosth. or. 57; Apollod. Neaira 59; Is. 8; 9, all passim. For the rare use of astos as a fixed pair with xenos in the fourth century, see above. In Is. 8 the whole proof of the case hinges on the woman's participation in a festival and her husband's willingness to pay for this which is to prove that she is an aste. 82 Ethnika were used predominantly when one was outside one's own polis (it makes no sense to label oneself as a Theban within Thebes); when Thucydides calls himself Athênaios in the opening sentence of his history, he makes it clear that he also addresses readers from other cities. According to Hansen (1996) , most ethnika were .political', meaning being a citizen with legal, political rights, the ethnikon pointing to its owner's status. Because this conclusion seems to be frustrated by the numerous ethnika of women, who could not possess this status according to Hansen, he suggests a gradual relinquishing of political rights by emigrants, which would have facilitated the use of ethnika by women. For my different view on this matter, see below. On the use of ethnika and demotika, Fraser (1995) .
local environment. It is very likely that in the course of time the ethnikon also acquired a political meaning, but the evidence is far from conclusive as to when and how this came about. At Athens, Kleisthenes allegedly selected the demotikon to refer to a male citizen's deme as the smallest political unit to replace the patronymikon. The historicity of this aspect of Kleisthenes' regulation is debatable, but from the late sixth century onward usage of the demotikon very slowly increased, taking a long time to become a regular designation and without really replacing the patronymikon. 83 In Athens, the use of names based on locality seems confusing because Athens was one city in a larger area, Attika, which included other places such as Rhamnous and Thorikos, but in the course of time came to represent the whole area it dominated. So did its name. The ethnikon Athênaios, which is very common in the Homeric poems, means both "people of Athena" and "people of Athens" and probably referred to the inhabitants of Athens itself. 84 Attikos indicated an inhabitant of Attika as a whole, a unit larger than Athens alone and also including the villages and smaller towns. The process towards the formation of the polis would first involve the change of Attikos as an adjective of the region Attika into Attikos as an ethnikon (the inhabitants feel that as a group they share a regional identity). Conversely, Athénaioi would gradually come to include other inhabitants from Attika, and next replace Attikoi as the ethnikon. When and how did this happen? This process can only be traced in dim outlines, particularly at the level of language in the archaic period, but some observations and inferences are possible.
The laws and songs of Solon are vital documents in this reject, not least because they are the only Athenian texts of some length from this period. 8 The laws, in so far as they are reconstructable, never indicate whom exacdy they are addressing, as we saw before. Solon calls himself both Athênaios and Attikos in a single poem. 86 Here, Attikos can be interpreted to differ in meaning from Athênaios -the latter representing a smaller (geographical?) section of society, Attikos the area as a whole. In another elegy, however, Solon describes himself as a lawgiver for the Athénaioi· 87 Apparently, the community for which Solon drew up his regulations called itself Athénaioi, but the name itself gives no indication at all of who were to be taken to belong, and why. It may be that Athênaios and Attikos just existed alongside each other as ethnika. Yet there may be a different explanation. In their very structure, the early Greek laws presuppose the existence of a community with some social coherence, often with an elementary council and some magistracies. Such councils and magistracies were filled by a hereditary elite, which by the late seventh century was compelled to deal with deep social-economic problems by means of more or less ad hoc regulations. 88 This relatively small group were the self-appointed people in charge of the community, wielding power in wordly matters and authority in religious affairs. 89 In Attika too, Solon's regulations formally changed the composition of the political elite from one defined by birth into one defined by property, but did not diminish the gulf between rich and poor; leadership of the polis remained firmly in the hands of the elite. 90 Considering the hierarchical nature of Athenian society in the seventh and sixth centuries, it is not impossible that Athênaioi, by referring to Athens, the central city where the councils and magistrates would meet and that possessed the most important sanctuary of Athena, was a name associated foremost with the upper strata of society.
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The occurrence of Athênaioi in the Homeric epics would only enhance the prestige of the name. The name Attikos, on the other hand, would indicate the inhabitants of Attika, regardless of their social standing. As such, at least, they were also known outside Attika until the end of the sixth century, for instance to Hecataeus.
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Whether Athênaioi was initially a name associated either with powerful people or with the powerful center of the region, by the middle of the sixth century it came to be used in a wider sense. A votive inscription of that date from Eleusis mentions the dèmos Athenaiôn, 93 the people of the Athenians. The text provides the first epigraphical instance of the ethnikon Athênaioi, as the people for whom stelae were erected at the Stadion (?) of Eleusis, and the word dèmos ensures that the ethnikon here included the lower-class inhabitants. It is impossible to decide whether any political meaning should be attached to 88 Hölkeskamp makes a useful distinction between the organisation and institutions as described in the numerous, semi-mythological stories about the early lawgivers, and those that are implied to exist by the regulations themselves; Hölkeskamp (1992 Hölkeskamp ( [1995 ), Hölkeskamp (1994) , Hölkeskamp (2000) ; that these regulations in the traditional poleis (founding decrees of colonies are a different matter) were drawn up to address conflicts within the aristocratic elite rather than to create a set of laws for the entire community, see also Osborne (1996) 186-90. 89 The rule of the few was the normal constitution in archaic Greece and continued to be so in many poleis, cf. Ostwald (2000) ; the main problem was how to decide who belonged to the few and how many the few could be. Nevertheless, in several poleis, some elementary form of democracy was practiced in the late archaic period; Robinson (1997) . 90 For a good discussion of political limits of Solon's law and relevant literature, Bleicken (1994) From the 470's on, the Athênaioi appear on inscriptions recording the decrees of the polis, initially rarely, but after 450 with increasing frequency with the rising number of extant inscriptions. 98 The word refers to the free inhabitants who belong to the polis Athens. Naturalization of foreigners into fellow-inhabitants of the polis too was coined in the formula that one was "to be an Athênaios"." The first case of naturalization mentioned in Athenian sources concerned Menon, son of Menekleides from Pharsalos, ca. 476 or soon after. The evidence suggests that after Kleisthenes granting citizenship (membership of the polis) was the right of the Assembly because it required membership of a deme. 100 There is no clear indication as to political rights being included in the word Athênaios. Decrees are decisions made by the council (boulé) and the demos, however, and it is reasonable to add (implicitly) Athênaiôn. After ca. 385/4 the naturalization formula included various clauses concerning membership of phylai, demes and phratries, the right to vote and obligation to partake in a scrutiny. 10 By then, explicit statement of the procedures following installation as a member of the polis was deemed necessary, but until that date apparently the proper procedure had been taken for granted.
Athênaia, Attikê
In the feminine cases, however, the ethnikon proved quite problematic. Just like the other collectives astoi and politai, the plural Athênaioi could be distinguished into a masculine and a feminine singular case. Ethnika ending in -aios as a matter of course had -aia as the feminine case, just as those on -eus and -es were paired with -is in the femi- nine. 102 The plural Attikoi, at a relatively early stage, already occurred with Attikos in the singular and in the fifth century also with Attikê as usual gendered ethnika. 103 The feminine counterpart of Athênaios, Athênaia, certainly existed in the fifth and fourth centuries. Beside some references in literary texts, 104 the most interesting instance is the decree of ca. 448 on the construction of the temple of Athena Nikê and the procedure for the appointment of the priestess. The decree ruled that a priestess were to be appointed by lot from all Athênaiôn, a genitive plural derived almost certainly from Athênaiai. 105 Yet, Athênaia appears not to have been used frequendy, and, unlike astai and politides, this is not due to the fact that there were just very few occasions when only female citizens would be mentioned, and still fewer occasions when these words were also recorded (and the records preserved). 106 Ancient commentators, foremost among them lexicographers and encyclopaedists interested in language, already noticed the rarity of Athênaiai, in contrast to Athênaioi, Attikai and astai, and recounted various stories explaining why this was the case. One such story, for which Varrò is our earliest source, drew on the myth recounting the rivalry of Athena and Poseidon for the protection of Athens in the dawn of its existence. The women were loyal to Athena and helped her gain the victory, but when Poseidon in his anger sent a flood, the men punished the women by prohibiting matriliny, excluding women from political decision making and prohibiting that anyone call them Athênaia} 01 This version has been put center stage in the debate of the last twenty years, as an argument exemplifying women's exclusion from Athenian citizenship exemplified by women's exclusion from the name Athênaios/Athênaia} 0 * Ho-wever, this story should be considered within the whole group of lexicographic and encyclopaedic accounts dealing with the naming of Athenian women. The explanations, different though they are, collectively reflect and discuss the close relations between the mortal women of Athens and the goddess Athena. Other accounts are preserved by, for instance, Photius and Eustathius. 109 Both ancient scholars record debates among linguists as to whether Athênaia is proper Attic, some denying this to be so, although Attic writers did use the word. The proximity between the goddess and the mortal Athenian women must observe certain limits, and identity in name was apparently considered a transgression of such limits. The aetiologies reveal the tension created by the fact that Athênaia as the name of a mortal woman was exactly the same as the name of the goddess. A scholion to Aristophanes' "Birds" confirms this impression clearly and succincdy: Some accounts say that respect for the goddess initially caused the women to be called Athênaiai, but eventually to avoid the seeming identity between mortals and divinity. Eusthatius even reports that when the women began to call themselves Athênaiai, it was decided to contract the name of the goddess from Athênaia to Athena -thus the homonymy was terminated not by changing the name of the Athenian women but of the goddess herself. Similarly, no mortal male in classical Athens would or did carry the very name Apollo or Poseidon. 111 And indeed, there is no visible or audible difference between Athênaia (Athena) or Athênaiai (to Athena), inscribed on the numerous votives dedicated to Athena on the Akropolis in the sixth and fifth centuries, and "woman" or "women of Athens". 112 One story, recorded both by Photius and Eustathios and derived from a little-known author, Megakleides, sheds a particularly interesting light on the equivalence of Athênaia and Athênaios. It claims that the men are were called Athênaioi and the women Attikai, because married women did not want to offend the unmarried woman (-Athena) when addressing her. The background to this story must be the custom that women reached full adulthood when they got married and had their first child, hence became Athênaiai at that moment, just like the men became Athênaioi when they were admitted to full adulthood after their ephebeia and dokimasia. This equivalence in civic adulthood was ritually expressed foremost in the Apatouria, a festival celebrating men admitted as members to the phratries and women who had their first child, referring to their role as mothers of citizens and providing the indispensable link in citizen descent. 113 The goddess Athena, however, was proud of being a virgin, and to address her as if she were married just like any other female would have been an insult. Therefore the women of Athens let go of this name, precisely because of their close relationship with the patron divinity of their city. In sum, all these stories try to explain a linguistic problem by situating it in a comprehensible, historical context. It is not easy to judge whether these stories shed more light on the fifth and fourth centuries rather than on their own time and place. The Varrò/ Augustine version, for instance, is obviously crippled by the fact that its point of departure, that classical Athenian women were never called Athênaia, is simply not true. Augustine, moreover, presents the story in the first place to illuminate the fickleness of demons like Poseidon and Athena. 114 One could also wonder if the use of the ethnikon Athênaia in a context would not immediately have resolved any ambiguity about the identity of mortal and immortal. Taken together, however, these stories show an interesting pattern which needs not refer only to Hellenistic-Roman conditions but seems to reflect some elements of the fifth century because it is corroborated by independent evidence dating to the classical era. All stories consider both men and women to have been citizens in the sense of members of the polis Athens, as was indicated by the various terms discussed above. The unusual asymmetry concerning Athênaia as women's ethnikon is interpreted in one case as a symbol of women's exclusion from politics. In all others, the Athenian usage of women's ethnikon was regarded as an act not of social dismissal, but of piety. Considering the avoidance observed in the classical period of immortal names for mortals, this could well explain the proportionally scarce occurrence of the feminine Athênaia.
5 Conclusions: the lack of terminology, or: the use and abuse of Aristotle
Changes in meanings
We now return to the initial questions to see if the investigation has provided a feasible answer. What was the precise meaning of the Greek words indicating that someone was an inhabitant or citizen of a polis, could the change from inhabitant into citizen-withpolitical-rights be traced in language? What was precisely the impact of gender difference in these respects? The findings can be summarised as follows.
Three sets of words were regular terms in archaic and classical Greece to designate "citizens", be it with or without specific qualities except freedom: politai, astoi, and ethnika, here only to be discussed regarding Athênaios and Attikos (until the fifth century, texts from the whole of Greece were investigated, with the fifth century attention focused on Athens). Changes in the usage of these words taking account of changes in meaning and in frequency of occurrence, lead to the following periods:
1. from epic to the middle of the fifth century 2.a. from ca. 450 to the end of the fourth century 2.b. from ca. 425 to the end of the fourth century 1. In this stage, politai and astoi were very close in meaning, that is "free inhabitants of the city"; there is no indication whátsoever of political rights included in the word. Until ca. 470, astoi is the most common, after that date, politai gradually becomes more frequent. Astoi and politai both indicated citizens as a group; individuals were not singled out to be mentioned (astos incidentally, early fifth century). Astoi had somewhat stronger overtones of "belonging to us" than politai, a difference most visible when used as a contrast to other terms (foreigners, gods).
Athênaioi occurs frequently in epic and occasionally in other archaic poetry, especially poetry by Solon. Although Solon mentions the Athênaioi as those for whom his laws are made, it is not clear who exactly are meant to be included. In the middle of the sixth century, Athênaioi is used for the first time to refer to all free inhabitants of Attika. It is tempting to relate this expansion of the name to the whole dèmos to the reorganization of the Panathênaia in 566, which played a vital role in bringing the whole population of Attika together in Athens every year and thus enhancing the social coherence. Athênaioi then would be those who were entitled to participate in the Panathênaia. After 550, the ethnikon occurs infrequently in literary and epigraphical sources until the mid-fifth century. By then, Athênaios is almost certainly the regular word for a full member of the polis Athens. An almost certain instance of Athênaiai is documented in the early 440's. Attikos, a common word for the inhabitants in the sixth century, vanishes gradually in the case of men, being replaced by Athênaios. For women, Attikê remains more common also in the fifth century and next gradually seems to disappear.
The majority of the references is neutral in gender: they include men and women. In several cases, the context makes clear that only men were meant by the masculine plural, again often referring to conflict or war; in a few cases, the plural politai seems to designate women. Special mention of women occurs only rarely in our evidence. Considering the strongly asymmetrical proportion of the extant evidence concerned with public as opposed to private life and, of great importance in the present context, with the political and legal aspects of public life, this scarcity is perfectly in accordance with what is presently known about ancient Greek society and with what consequently might be expected of our written sources.
In none of these references, any relation between the words used for "citizen" and the enjoyment of any political or other rights could be found. On the contrary, the majority of references depict the inhabitants involved in various public activities including situations of war, but political or judicial office is not indicated. It is from other sources, or other places in sources, that we know that the inhabitants were in fact citizens engaged (at least sometimes) in those activities that made up public polis life: active politics for a rising number of men and cultic activities for men and women.
2.a. From ca. 450 till the end of the fourth century, a clear change concerns an expansion in politai in proportion to astoi, and an increasing use of Athênaioi alongside politai. Beside an increase in frequency, a certain change in meaning can be discerned. Again, it is the context rather than any explicit statement that shows that politai can mean not just inhabitants but more emphatically "the active citizens of the polis". Context can either take the form of the textual context such as speeches to the citizens or about civic matters, or (legal) expressions such as the opposition of politai with metoikoi. This contextual emphasis will have been clear enough for the contemporary listeners. Finally, the singular has a special emphasis in meaning which will be discussed shortly. One cannot say, however, that the new, emphatic meaning replaced the other. Rather, it seems to have been a qualification in addition to or a specification of the more general 115 one.
In addition, the modern reader understands that the specific meaning "active citizen" may be involved by taking account of the historical context, as was the case for the earlier material. After the reforms of Ephialtes in 462/1 and with the heyday of the Attic-Delian League, the male politai of Athens were well aware of their potential power both within and oustide Athens, an awareness which of course bolstered their self-consciousness as citizens. It is in the 430 's that the word dêmokratia first occurs with its ambivalent values of "power of the people" and "power of the lower classes". 116 Beside the self-confident atmosphere within the political domain, the Panathênaia and City-Dionysia were celebrated with great splendour and the number of cults in the framework of the /»»/«--religion increased. 17 These cults were also important social events in which men and women participated as individual citizens in larger or smaller groups, men and women together or separate. In the majority of these cultic festivities the participants were involved as citizens: their participation was both proof of their membership and a way of putting that membership into practice. Among such festivals the Skira, the Haloa and foremost the Thesmophoria for women only, while the greater part of the Apatouria, for instance, was exclusively for men. An additional influential factor in the emergence of a new selfconscious citizenship might well have been the removal of the entire Attic population within the walls of Athens at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, the Athenians thus leaving the land of their oikos for the first time after countless generations and forced to live packed with their fellow-Athenians. 118 To bring this modern interpretation of the historical context to bear on the meaning of politai is justified, albeit not without certain risks (see also below).
2.b. The first instances of the singular politês, the singular astê, the singular Athênaia and the feminine plural politides, later to be followed by the singular politis occur around 425. Politês is accompanied by adjectives enhancing individual qualities; politides first occurs in tragedy, a genre on the crossroads of religion and politics. Astê is used in the context of descent. The emphasis on the individual citizen, male and female, combined with the concern with descent points to Perikles' citizenship law as the origin of a new concept of citizenship reflected in language.
Obviously there is a time gap of ca. 25 years between Perikles' law and the first recorded instances of singulars. An even wider gap separates Ephialtes' reforms and the first instances of dêmokratia. Concerning the available documents, the relative lack of literary sources shortly after 450 plays a part, although the number of decrees compensates this 115 Some questions deserve further investigation. It seems that from ca. 450 to the early fourth century politai could either have its wider meaning (free inhabitants) or its specific meaning (active citizens) depending on context, but that in the course of the fourth c. its usage came to depend on perspective: when speaking of one's own city, politai would mean "active citizens" but when speaking of an other city, politai had the wider meaning of "inhabitants". A second problem may also concern perspective. Although ethnika were used as a rule outside the place of origin, Athênaioi was· used for the citizen body also in Athens itself. It would be interesting to see if or how its usage from ca. 550 till the end of the fifth century was not only predicated on the people's relation to the city of Athens and Athena, but also on their dealings with the world outside Attika. lack to some extent. 119 It seems more important to me that in a traditional and strongly oral society like Athens, it takes quite a while for a new law which creates a considerable break with usual practice to affect the mentality of the population. It takes as long for the concomitant changes in words and word-meanings to emerge and settle, and still longer before such new words and meanings find their way into written texts (which also happen to be preserved).
The law defined the requirements for membership of the group of citizens for the first time, shifting attention firmly to the individual members, male and female, both in the procedure of qualification and in its result, membership. The meaning of the two words astoi and politai, which hitherto had been close, drifted apart. Astos/astê developed from "belonging to us" into "those belonging to us by descent"; politai developed from "inhabitants" into "qualified inhabitants"; here as well the singular politês/politis expressed the significance of the individual. This self-awareness of the individual citizens of course tied in with the selfconfidence of the politai as a collective. We could add that after the disasters at the end of the Peloponnesian War, when the collective identity of the Athenians received a heavy blow, it may have been partly due to the resilience of individual citizenship that the city managed to recover so soon.
In the fourth century politai, with its singulars politês (quite often) and politis (not very frequendy), retained its predominant meaning of "full-right citizen(s)". Since Perikles' law, reinforced after the Peloponnesian war and once more in the 380's, it was clear to whom the laws actually applied and who were included when custom prescribed "citizens" to participate. The deeply rooted connection between public cults and citizenship, exemplified by great festivals such as the Anthesteria, the Brauronia and the Panathênaia, and by numerous significant events such as the procedure to confirm male citizens when taking office, confirms the participation of women as citizens already indicated by the linguistic analysis. The multiple roles of women in these cults were as important as they were irreplacable, constituting a counterpart to men's exclusive control over political and judicial matters.
The use and abuse of Aristotle
Many historians have accepted Aristotle's models ("Politics", Athênaiôn Politeia) as a reliable framework for the history of Greek citizenship to a greater or lesser degree. The liberal tradition in historiography, predominant in the Anglo-Saxon world, defined the individual citizen as the natural bearer of rights and duties, and as the source of political responsibility. 120 In the German tradition, the focus on the national "Rechtsstaat" encouraged historians to see the shape of a constitution, in terms of a legal structure, emerging from the dim origins of history to grow into an historically fitting, political framework. 121 A third approach, strongly influenced by French structuralist anthropology, designed a holistic view of the polis, in which all parts derived their meaning from their 119 Bleicken (1994) 57. 120 Among recent examples: a quite strict adherence in the publications of the Copenhagen Polis project; in an open way Ober (1989) , Manvffle (1990) , Manville (1994); Walter (1993) casts his net much wider discussing all kinds of associations in which citizens participated, but he limits this arrangement to the male part of the citizen population. 121 On the historiographical creation of the polis as political institution in the German tradition, Gawantka (1985) .
relation to the entire structure of society. 122 Each type of political theory found important aspects of its own concerns reflected in the Aristotelian models. Consequently, historians felt encouraged to assume that the arrangements discussed in the "Politics" were more or less reliable representations of Greek or Athenian political conditions, even if the precise relation of Aristotle's text to historical reality was open for recurrent debate. 123 It seemed suitable to accept Aristotle's definition of a citizen as a guide to interpret Greek citizenship and to reconstruct its history. However, in several ways Aristode provided a fundamental break with Greek tradition and practice. The first break is connected with Aristode's radically different logical approach. The Greeks never created words to define different kinds of rights. 124 Until the end of the fourth century, a citizen was conceptualized as a person who is something, such as an inhabitant of A, a member of group B, or a child of C and D, briefly as being related to other people or belonging to a group. Any attempt at greater precision would therefore go in greater detail as to qualifications of membership, or procedure in what members should do to effectuate their membership. Aristotle, on the other hand, aimed at definitions based on outlining the properties of a certain thing, focusing on someone having quality X or Y. Greater precision therefore would lead to a more precise description of quality X, and to asking why someone would or would not have X, and what the consequences of having this property could be. This is an essentially different view of the connection between a person and a quality such as the status of citizenship. It is remarkable that the change in the vocabulary of naturalization in Athens by the late third century BC, changing from "becoming an Athenian" into "being given citizenship", is in line with Aristotle's system. Yet because of the change Aristotle brought in the perception of qualities, the use of Aristotle's Instrumentarium is hazardous when tracing the vocabulary of citizenship in the archaic and classical period.
The aims of the "Politics", moreover, in fact led Aristode to disregard a kind of citizenship which was only a minor factor for his own arguments, but was, to my mind, vital in the emergence and existence of the polis. In order to clarify my views, I borrow a set of terms used by Josiah Ober to clarify the word polis in the "Politics". As Ober points out, Aristotle uses the word in two senses, namely: "[...] as a community of citizens (a "politico-polis") and as a community including those residents of a clearly defined territory who were not citizens (a ,.geo-polis"). [. ..] when Aristotle uses the term polis, he always assumes the existence of, and sometimes refers especially to, the society at large." 125 In Aristode's times, this description made sense in that Attika included numerous metoikoi and even more numerous slaves. The polis as an independent community could not do without these non-citizens. So the geo-polis Athens included all those. Within this same territory, there was a large number of citizens, male and female, who at this time were qualified citizens because they were descended from citizen parents on both sides. They put their citizenship into practice by sharing the worldly and religious activities that constituted the core concerns of the polis} 26 A group selected from among these citizens were entitled to holding political office, notably in the assembly, the council and the courts. This group was only male and was partly subjected to property requirements. 127 This last group is meant by the term politico-polis. Neither Aristotle nor Ober has a proper word, however, for the larger group of all male and female citizens, so I introduce the term socio-polis here. 128 It would have been feasible to use the word dèmos here, if it were not that, on using dimos, most ancient historians immediately think of the politically active body, just as in the case of the word citizen, politis etc. 129 The dèmos could very well include women at the dramatic festivals, precisely an occasion in which the polis in the widest sense was involved. 130 In fact, it would have been perfectly correct to use the word politai, which likewise included male and female citizens. But here again, the historiographical tradition based on Aristotle cannot think of politai in other meanings than politically active men. More terms would be necessary to do justice to the groups outside the socio-polis, considering the legal and at some times social distinction between citizens and metoikoi, and the even greater legal and social gulf dividing all free people from the slaves. 131 The aim of Aristotle's political theory was to create a (theoretical) system which might put an end to the stasis which had damaged Greek social life for centuries. A system was needed that could guarantee stability but would also do justice to the existing politeiai (polis-systems). 132 From the way in which he arrives at his own definition of a citizen, it is clear that Aristotle's empirical information on the Greek poleis defined citizens as people belonging to the group by descent, and had little to say about distinguishing those who were entitled to participate in political power and those who were not. The lack of 126 E. g. Demosth. or. 57,3: to be a member of the polis is to μετέχειν των ιερών και κοινών (,,to share in the religious rites and public affairs"). 127 Some property was required for citizenship almost everywhere in archaic and classical Greece; Ostwald (2000) 44ff. but participation in the Athenian ekkhsia and dikastérìa at the time of the radical democracy was a notable exception. The boulé (council) remained limited to the three higher property classes, Rhodes (1972) 2-5. 128 According to Johnson (1984) 74, the existence of many citizens who did not practice political functions was important for Aristotle to find the essential properties of "his" citizen. 129 See for instance Whitehead (1986) 364-5, who discusses démos as described in LSJ, namely "district, country, land", and "the people, inhabitants of such a land" and "hence the common people", and deplores that LSJ "declined to extend this explanatory framework to the [...] remaining principal meanings of the word démos, namely 'in a political sense, the sovereign people, the free citizens' [...]". Emphasis added, JB. 130 Henderson (1991) ; Henderson fruitfully applies the terms "notional" (the emphatically intended audience) versus "actual" audience to explain different levels of address (either to men only, or to men and women) in dramatic texts. The strongest opposition to Henderson's views has been voiced by Goldhill (1994) , who, however, supports his judgement essentially on the idea that women could not be citizens at all, in the sense proposed by Loraux, such as being excluded from the name Athlnaios, which has just been shown to be unjustified. 131 Cohen (2000) seems to mean by "nation" what I have just labelled socio-polis. But although the difference between citizens and metics in social life was indeed not always very striking (as he rightfully argues), significant distinctions remained both in the legal and in the social-religious sphere. Thus different words are needed for the politai-body (male and female) and for all free inhabitants, politai plus metoikoi. 132 Gehrke (2001) ; on the relation between politela, stasis and the composition of the citizen body in Aristode, Murray (1993) .
such a distinction was a certain cause of civil conflict over who could share in political power and who could not. 133 Athens had been a clear case, as the Athênaiôn Politela recorded, during the oligarchy of 411. All citizens of Athens were still citizens (a), but only 5000 were to be politically active citizens (b), and a few hundred among these were to fulfill the legislative and executive duties (c). All people of (a), (b) and (c) were called politai, the Greek language simply did not differentiate between the distinct meanings. The distinction between the groups depended as usual on procedural rules, namely the quality of descent to get into (a), a property and experience test to get into (b) and internal election to get into (c). Mutatis mutandis there were similar situations in other poleis, where many people were citizens but only a few held political power. To put it bluntly: Aristotle drew the very same conclusions as have been presented here, namely that in the majority of Greek poleis and even in Athens for many years the common usage provided no visible or audible difference between qualified citziens with and without political authority. For his own system, Aristotle needed to define who was entitled to political power and could be considered representative of the whole geo-polis. By assessing variables that were not essential or would exclude important cases, he arrived at the quality "political authority" of those who would rule the polis and at "the right to share in this authority" as the defining quality of citizenship. 134 In this process, Aristotle created a definition of a citizen that was purposely unlike what was normally meant by "citizen":
Aristot. pol. 1275b 17ff.: "Who [or what] is a citizen is therefore clear from these arguments: we can now state that he, who possesses the right to share in bouleutic or judicial office, is a citizen of that polis \politico-polis\, and a polis is a group of such people that is sufficient to maintain independence of life \geo-polis\, speaking generally. But in practice they draw a line that a citizen is someone from both citizen parents [socio-polis\ and not just from one side only, that is from the father or from the mother; and some others follow this principle even further, that is to two or even more generations [...] " [terms between parentheses added, JB], 135 Aristotle thus makes an explicit distinction (μεν [...] δέ; but [...] ) between what he himself wants to say with the term politês and what the Greeks of his time normally mean by that word. Among his objections against the current practices is the relative arbitrariness of the ways in which Greek poleis defined their citizen bodies. This arbitrariness was based, as I just mentioned, on a notion of who would or would not belong to the group, thus in fact on descent:
133 Piepenbrink (2001) 41. 134 "His intention in defining things is one of comprehensivess: to include the greatest number of cases within a single definition [...] .Sharing in deliberative and judicial authority' is the final improvement [on the developing definition of citizenship]. Authority of this kind is exercised in every state, and those discharging it can easily be identified." Johnson (1984) 80. The system is both complicated and refined by the additional requirement of good governement by good citizens, Johnson (1984) 82-86; Develin (1973) . 135 τίς μέν ούν έστιν ό πολίτης, έκ τούτων φανερόν φ γαρ εξουσία κοινωνεΐν αρχής βουλευτικής, και κριτικής, πολίτην ήδη λέγομεν είναι ταύτης τής πόλεως, πόλιν δέ τό των τοιούτων πλήθος ίκανδν προς αύτάρκειαν ζωής, ώς άπλώς ειπείν. 'Ορίζονται δε προς τήν χρήσιν πολίτην τον έξ άμφοτέρων πολιτών και μή Οατέρου μόνον, οίον πατρός ή μητρός, οί δέ και τοΰτ" έπί πλέον ζητοϋσιν, οίον έπί πάππους δύο ή τρεις ή πλείους.
Aristot. pol. 1278 a 26ff.: "But in many constitutions the law draws recruits even from foreigners; for in some democracies he who is born from a female citizen [ek politidos] is a citizen \politês\, and the same rule is valid in many places also with regard to nothoi [those bom outside a lawful marriage]. Nevertheless, since they make such people into citizens because of a lack of citizens born of two citizen-parents -because they make such use of the laws due to underpopulation -as soon as they are doing well in the mass of their population, then they gradually rid themselves first of those born of a male or female slave, and next of those from women [tous apo tön gynaikôn -with only a citizen mother]; in they end, they only make those citizens born from both citizen parents [ex amphoin astön]."
Therefore Aristotle discarded the principle of descent, the regular but unreliable guideline for ages in Greek cities to decide who belonged (being X), in favour of a definition of what a selected group of citizens was entitled to do (having quality X).
In the "Politics", as in many of his other treatises, Aristotle wants to arrive at a description at a general, highly abstract level, a construction based on elements taken from existing cases and isolated from their original context to serve their new purpose within the theoretical whole. Aristotle applies a similar procedure in the "Poetics", where the descriptions of tragedy and historiography are conceived at such a level of abstraction that neither Euripides nor Thucydides could qualify as fitting representatives of their genres. 136 Beside the composition of the citizen-body based on descent, Aristotle leaves out from his model yet another vital element of the politeiai existing in his times: the hiera, everything belonging to the gods, including the countless activities such as festivals and sacrifices maintaining the ties between the citizens and the gods. Both elements of the polis were essential for its survival, but were left out from his model for several reasons. Aristotle's definitions of citizenship created the terms by which to distinguish the politico-polis from everything and everybody else. Subdivisions in the outer groups who lacked property X = active political citizenship, were only partly relevant for his argument. Those who are clearly considered citizens in some poleis but do not actively participate in politics are eventually not to be included in the definiton and are only involved in the discussion in so far as their existence was prerequisite to the existence of the politico-polis, 137 Aristotle's definitions of citizenship, created in accordance with his political theory and logic, cannot be used as a yardstick to measure Greek citizenship backwards into its earlier history. Instead, the "Politics" are extremely useful to understand the contemporary practice of Greek citizenship as the social system which Aristotle did not so much reflect, as tried to leave behind.
Summary
This essay investigates the semantic changes of the words used to indicate polis membership, analysing how "citizen" in the sense of someone being involved in political decision making was related to other uses of the same word that do not refer to political power or to other words indicating that someone belonged to the polis. The selected words are those that came to be connected in various ways with citizenship in the political sense: politês, poliêtês, politis; astos and astê\ Athênaios/Athênaia and Attikos/Attikè, but great effort has been made to estimate their meaning in their historical context without the effect of hind-sight.
Until the middle of the fifth century BC, politai/astoi were represented as a collective, meaning "inhabitants". Only ca. 425 the singular politês and the feminine politides/politis gain currency. Simultaneously, the meanings of politês and astos, previously nearly identical, drift wider apart, astos taking on the meaning of "belonging to the polis by descent" and politês of "having rights and duties within the polis". These changes can be explained as consequences of both Perikles' citizenship law (451/0) and of the political circumstances of the later fifth century. The marked meanings of astos and politês were qualifications in addition to or specifications of the more general ones and did not replace them.
Throughout, the evidence demonstrates that male and female members of the polis had far more in common than is usually assumed. All relevant words occur as either generic terms referring to both men and women, or, when marked by context or morphological difference in gender, they indicate no difference in meaning other than the gender of the persons referred to. This conclusion is based on linguistic analysis and is explained by considering the essential connection of religion and politics in the structures of the polis.
The conclusions encourage a different reading of Aristode's "Politics", taking account of the break Aristotle created between contemporary practices and his own objectives by his logic, his methods and his theoretical models. Such a reading should affect the current views on the meaning of politês and on the structure of the classical polis as a whole.
